
collect 
their new camper and head 
off to motorhome security 
specialist, Van Bitz

After 12 months of research 
and deliberation, our new ’van 
was duly ordered. Our dealer 

gave us an official build date, plus an 
expected handover date (allowing 
for transport from the factory and 
workshop preparation/PDI). We had 
a grand total of six months to twiddle 
our thumbs!

GETTING ORGANISED
While we waited, one of the first jobs 
that came to mind was to check with 
our insurance company what security 
arrangements would be required for 
the new ’van, and, importantly, if they 
would be prepared to insure it at all.

We were told we would need 
a Thatcham Category 1 alarm, 
although a tracking system would 
not be necessary. He also suggested 
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What we learnt

An insurance-approved system does not 
necessarily mean that it is insurer approved!

£2,350 for the alarm, reversing camera, 7-inch double-din head 
unit with DAB and sat-nav, plus options (installed, including VAT)

One working day 

DO THE RESEARCH…  

Your insurance company is likely to insist on 
security above and beyond the standard base 
vehicle manufacturer’s immobiliser. You’ve 
just spent a large amount of money on your 
new (or new-to-you) motorhome, so why 
scrimp on its security? Go for a system that’s 
designed for motorhomes from the ground up, 
and get it fitted by a motorhome specialist. 
Above all, check at an early stage with your 
insurer what security you will need and get a 
list of its approved/preferred systems. Some 
insurers insist on tracking systems, some on 
alarms, some on both! A small discount may 
be allowed on your premium for a reversing 
camera or reversing sensors.

What we spent How long it took

that a reversing camera might be 
advantageous ( for a possible premium 
discount), but wasn’t compulsory.

When running through our list 
of possible alarms with the agent, 
he paused when we mentioned 
Strikeback Growler ( from Van Bitz), 
then said: ‘the best on the market’. 
Growler went to the top of the list!

However, the rub came with the 
news that we would not be insured 
against theft during the gap (if any) 
between collecting our new pride and 
joy and having the security fitted. 

So, a security system isn’t optional, 
and it’s going to cost money to get 
an approved one fitted. Therefore, 
we wanted a system that would 
have at least half a chance of ➤ 

There are three exterior flashing blue LEDs. This 
one is positioned next to the habitation door

Head unit has a remote on/off switch (left) and a 
microphone (right) and includes two USB ports
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discouraging anyone with ideas about 
appropriating our possessions. 

This was where the Growler 
appealed so strongly. Why? Because it 
promised to be loud. Very loud. Loud 
enough to make the life of a potential 
thief extremely difficult, which 
seemed like a plan to us. 

A couple of months before the  
motorhome’s delivery date (after 
checking there were no factory hold-
ups) we booked an appointment with 
Van Bitz, plus a two-night stay on 
its campsite, Cornish Farm Touring 
Park. It made sense to book the night 
before fitting to allow for an 8.30am 
start, plus the following night to get 
acquainted with the new toys. One 
night is free of charge as it’s included 
with the alarm package.

We also spoke to Van Bitz to 
confirm the alarm specification (we 
added sensors for an extra locker 
door) and to choose a reversing 
camera. An amazingly small Pioneer 
single-lens wide-angle camera fitted 
the bill. 

In addition, we decided on a 
Pioneer CD/DVD, DAB radio, sat-nav, 
Bluetooth head unit, which would 
also double as the reversing camera 
monitor; a neat solution, avoiding 
cluttering the top of the dashboard.

We can’t fault our motorhome 
dealer’s crystal ball, as the new ’van 
arrived on time. After handover, and 
a dash down the M5, we were safely 
hooked-up at Cornish Farm. 

THE NITTY GRITTY… 

A Strikeback motorhome alarm system 
starts at £599 for the standard version. The 
Growler costs £999, fitted, with lifetime 
warranty. Options include sensors for extra 
lockers, pager, gas detector, Trackstar 
tracking and wireless sensors for even more 
protection…

Pioneer head units are priced from about 
£500-£1,000 fitted, and a Pioneer reversing 
camera costs £299 when installed at the 
same time as a head unit.

FIT AND READY…
After most of a day spent roaming 
around the pleasant county town 
of Taunton, it was time to return to 
base for the handover. First up was a 
demonstration of the sirens. Ouch! 

Standing outside the motorhome 
with the alarm activated is deeply 
unpleasant, the noise is sufficient to 
make your teeth hurt, and we had our 
fingers in our ears in three-and-a-half 
seconds. The cacophony is so intense 
that it might even be enough to make 
a potential thief go away and look for 
an easier target. 

However, should your friendly 
miscreant be made of stern stuff, 
and actually make it inside the 
motorhome, it’s even noisier there, 
with two more sirens (in addition 
to the three external ones) wailing 
away. The theory is that such a level of 
sound is so disorienting and painful 
that it will not be worth enduring.

But the Strikeback Growler also 
includes: 
�Cab doors, caravan door, bonnet, 

and locker protection (one locker 
door as standard)
�Internal ‘hyper frequency’ 

movement sensor, which can be 
disarmed so you can sleep or leave 
pets in the motorhome with the 
perimeter protected
�Four flashing LEDs (three external) 

to indicate the presence of an alarm 
– these are switchable between 
normal and high intensity

�An external protection circuit ( for 
accessories such as bike, trailer, 
mobile satellite dish, etc)
�Two radio keys with panic function
�Warning badges and stickers
�Certificate of installation 
�A guarantee that runs for as long as 

we own the motorhome
Right, back to the handover. 

Everything is explained – patiently, 
and as many times as are needed. 

The alarm proved to be 
straightforward, but we are still 
experimenting with the radio/sat-
nav/reversing camera combo (in 
fact, it’s an even bet that there will 
be some functions we never find, or 
want – Apple CarPlay or Android Auto 
anyone?).

Needless to say, it is important to 
us to get a clean, tidy and professional 
installation with nothing unsightly left 
behind when the job is done. 

The Strikeback Growler wasn’t the 
cheapest option, but it does give us 
the sense that we have protected our 
new toy as best as we possibly can and 
satisfied our insurance company. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Van Bitz, Cornish Farm, Shoreditch, 
Taunton TA3 7BS 
☎  01823 321992 

 vanbitz.com

The cleanest workshop 
we’ve ever seen!


